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Abstract
Pathogen is an online networked multiplayer first-person-shooter (FPS) game made
in Unity Engine and the C# programming language. It was developed from May 2018 to
December 2018. Austin Vickers and TJ Couch jointly developed Pathogen to fulfill
requirements for completing the Honors Capstone and receiving an Honors diploma. In
Pathogen, players communicate to determine who has one of two roles: healthy and
infected. The healthy players try to eliminate infected players while infected players try to
spread their infection to healthy players. Throughout the development of Pathogen, user
tests in-person and in-game helped to form the game into a mature, interesting experience.
The team faced and overcame many significant challenges with team management,
programming, and gameplay design.
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Introduction
Pathogen, as a project not merely the finished result, covered the entire game
development process from start to finish. Pathogen was first designed with the concept of a
multiplayer shooter that focused on communication between adversaries rather than indepth shooting mechanics. This concept was pitched, and then refined using a game
development document, and eventually implemented. Implementation was done in an
iterative way, loosely following Agile Scrum methodologies. As implementation was
happening, live user testing sessions were conducted to get feedback on a very early
version of the game. These user testing sessions allowed us to adjust existing and introduce
new gameplay mechanics, and to collect data on how these adjustments affected the overall
meaning and user experience of the game. This report details the conceptualization and
final implementation of Pathogen as well as the research involved in user testing and the
design adaptations made as a result. Finally, this paper includes some reflections and
challenges overcome by the developers over the course of development.
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What is Pathogen?
The Concept
Pathogen is a communication-based multiplayer game designed around not
knowing who is your friend and who is your enemy. Players start either healthy or infected
and don’t know other players’ roles. Healthy players must communicate with other players
over in-game text and voice chat to determine who is infected and kill them. Infected
players must work together to infect everyone. Play is divided into approximately 10minute rounds.

The Team
All source code, gameplay features, and networking code was programmed by
Austin Vickers and TJ Couch over the course of development. Breanna Dotson, Eric Poole,
and Gabe Smith all worked as contract artists over the course of development for
fulfillment of their individual ARS 420 course credit at UAH. Development for Pathogen was
broken up into 3 milestones: Prototype, Alpha, and Beta, with each phase lasting roughly a
month. Pathogen makes use of some free/open-source software packages, and specific
credits for these are listed in the References section. Particular licenses for these software
packages (if applicable) are included in Appendix D.
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Gameplay Design and Mechanics
Pathogen employs a number of different mechanics designed to support the main
concept of the game. Game mechanics are designed to facilitate communication between
players, help players accomplish their objectives, and prevent opponents from
accomplishing their objectives. Any mechanically focused game is essentially the sum of all
its individual parts, therefore a listing and description of each major mechanic is listed
below. Source code for each of these mechanics is included in the appendix.
➔ Rounds: Gameplay is broken up into
approximately 10-minute rounds. At the end of
10 minutes if a win condition is not reached,
the round will go into overtime. The round
timer is meant to speed up gameplay and
motivate players to make quick

Figure 1.1 - Round timer and
counter

actions/judgements.

➔ Quarantine: Taking inspiration from the popular “battle royale” titles of 2018-19
such as PUBG, Fortnite, and Apex Legends, (Livingston 2019) we decided to
implement a mechanic to draw players into a central area. Keeping with the game’s
theme of spreading infection, we decided to call this mechanic “Quarantine”. At ~7
minutes into a round, parts of the map will be closed off and players who are still in
these areas will be instantly killed and removed from the round. All players are
given a warning notification about 30 seconds before the quarantine takes place.
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Figure 1.2 - Quarantine zone on top floor
➔ Health and Death: Players all have a limited amount of health, and this health does
not regenerate. The player’s health is shown in a bar above their head to all other
players in the round. The health is represented to the local player as a vertical bar
on the screen. When a player’s health drops below zero, they ‘die’. When players die
they are removed from the round and are no longer allowed to communicate with
alive players, but are placed into a spectator voice and text channel with other
‘ghosts’. Players do not respawn until the next round.
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Figure 1.3(a&b) - Health Bar on UI and over player model

➔ Text/Voice Chat: Text and voice chat in Pathogen is proximity based, meaning
players who are physically closer to each other can hear each other more clearly.
This gives players the ability to eavesdrop on others in game conversations. Text
chat is also proximity based using a cutoff radial distance from the player, beyond
which their communication messages will not be sent. Text/Voice chat has 2
channels, one for players who are ‘alive’ and a separate one for spectating players
who are ‘dead’. Text chat implementation is a modified version of the UNet
Multiplayer Chat software from Lovatto Studio (Lovatto Studio 2018). Voice chat
implementation is a modified version of Alkame Games’s voice chat for unity
available on GitHub (Alkame Games 2016).
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➔ Ammo, Weapons, and Shooting: Every healthy player has 3 weapons/tools.
Weapons are switched using the scroll wheel, and what weapon a player has
selected is indicated on their local UI as well as on their physical player model.
◆ Default Rifle: Can shoot bullets across the map and does a fair amount of
damage. Comes with limited ammo of 10 bullets each. The rifle can support
multiple magazines, but in user testing we found that giving the player more
limited ammo was helpful in reducing the amount of random kills. The fire
button can be held down to spray lots of bullets very quickly, but spraying
makes the weapon more inaccurate according to a random number
generator whose effects scale the longer a player sprays.
◆ Knife: Does much more damage than the rifle, but only works at really close
range.
◆ Holstered: The player puts away their weapon, meant as a way to signal
peace
Infected players have 2 extra weapons that are granted to them upon becoming
infected.
◆ Touch: A discreet way of infecting other players that only works at close
range.
◆ Spit: A way of infecting players that can work over longer distances, but is
very obvious. Spitting generates a parabolic projectile with particle effects
that infects players on contact with the projectile.
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Figure 1.4 - Infected UI and Spit Infect tool
➔ Win Conditions: If a player is healthy, their objective is to remain healthy and to kill
all the infected players. If a player is infected, their objective is to infect all the other
players. Win conditions are granted to the entire team, not only top performing
individuals, although more rewards are given to top performing individuals.

Balancing Mechanics
When designing a game, it is the role of the designer to ensure that the game is fair
and winnable without sacrificing the elements that make it challenging. When designing a
competitive multiplayer game, this task is much more difficult because the designer must
anticipate the actions of the player. Gameplay mechanics that are designed to make the
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game fair for both sides are called balancing mechanics. Pathogen employs two major
balancing mechanics:
➔ Anti-RDM (Anti-Random Death Match): This mechanic was introduced to prevent
players from killing each other randomly. We wanted to encourage players to make
intelligent guesses about what team they thought other players were on. This
mechanic is tightly coupled with the points system. When a player loses a lot of
points quickly within a round, this is an indicator that they are killing
indiscriminately. Each player has a “trust factor” that is negatively impacted by this
action. When a player’s trust factor gets too low, they will be removed from the
round. In the same manner, if a player gains a lot of points quickly within a round,
their trust factor will increase up to a certain maximum, giving them a certain
amount of leniency when they make wrong guesses. This is done to prevent players
getting stuck in a loop where their trust factor is now so low they can’t play the
game at all. This mechanic is abstracted away from the player and only handled in
the backend, but players will be alerted if their trust factor begins to drop too low.
This mechanic was not implemented until the Beta testing phase, and further
reasoning and analysis for why this mechanic was needed is included in the Design
Adaptations section of this report.
➔ Player Points and Scoreboard: With any game or gamified application, it is
important to have a concrete way for players to track their progress or
performance. Pathogen, like most online multiplayer games, uses points and a
scoreboard to compare players to each other within a round. Players gain points by
accomplishing their respective team objectives (Killing infected, or infecting others).
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Players will lose points for killing a teammate. Infected players will also lose points
for killing healthy players, as a healthy player is a potential host for our imagined
pathogen. The points system is an unbiased, quantitative measure of a player’s
performance, and in some cases an indication of their trustworthiness. The points of
all players in a round are available at any time by pressing ‘tab’.
➔ Scanner: The core element of Pathogen that makes the game unique is that players
don’t know what team any other player is on. A good way to address an imbalance
in a game is to allow one team to subvert a mechanic that currently disadvantages
them. Subverting the core
mechanic of a game can be risky,
but has the potential to spice up
gameplay and make it more
interesting. The Scanner works
by having a player stand in the

Figure 1.4 - The Scanner

designated area and wait for a
certain amount of time. Waiting

in one place leaves this player vulnerable to attacks from others. After the wait
period, the scanner tells everyone within viewing distance of it whether the scanned
player is healthy or infected. The scanner does not lie, and is the only definitive way
of determining whether a player is healthy or not. This mechanic can also be used by
the infected team, but it doesn’t benefit them because the infected team does not
care about who is or isn’t infected - their job is only finished once everyone is
infected.
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User Testing
In an attempt to determine whether Pathogen’s concept would succeed and where it
needed improvement, we conducted three playtests throughout the game’s development.
We asked participants to complete a survey before and after participating in each playtest,
and we drew gameplay design conclusions based on responses from these surveys. The
tests fall into two categories with many similar purposes: in-person and in-game.
In-Person User Testing
The first category of user
testing, in-person testing, focused on
testing the base concepts of the game.
We evaluated whether the game made
sense on a fundamental level and
whether people enjoyed it.
Furthermore, we discovered many
preference trends and new ideas that

Figure 2.1. Physical Game Assets

refined gameplay concepts for
development. Figure 2.1 shows some paper items used as props for the game.
➔ Playtest 1: For the first playtest, fourteen people played in any number of the five
rounds of Pathogen offered. Most participants had played the party game Mafia,
which is similar to Pathogen, so the group was likely somewhat familiar with
Pathogen’s game style. We conducted five rounds with slightly modified rules every
time, starting from the original idea for the game and ending with many changes.
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As seen in Figure 2.2, the rounds received rather widely varying feedback on level of
enjoyment,
but most
everyone
responded
with at least
“Neutral” on
every round.

Figure 2.2. Survey Responses to Level of Enjoyment per Round, Playtest 1

We took this
to indicate the game works fundamentally. Round 5 seems to be of particular
interest from this graph. Since there were only six players in Round 5 with eleven
responses, the data is likely somewhat skewed as some people who did not
participate in Round 5 responded to Round 5. However, all responses are “Neutral”
or higher with a large proportion of “Very Fun.” This indicated that Round 5 might
have a good mix of rules. As such, we revised the baseline rules for Playtest 2
(Included in Appendix A) to fit the positives we saw from Round 5 and other
particularly successful rounds. See Design Adaptations for a discussion about game
changes made based on this round. In addition to the design changes we made, we
also made significant administration changes to make the experience run more
smoothly and enjoyably.
➔ Playtest 2: For the second playtest, twenty-four people played in any number of the
five rounds of Pathogen offered. About half the participants attended the first
playtest, so there was a good mix of people who knew how to play and who had to
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learn how to play Pathogen. We conducted five rounds with slightly modified rules
every time, starting from the base rules for the game and ending with many changes.
We tried a number of variations including making the scanner breakable,
implementing a spit infection tool, and adding an item healthy players can use to
become permanently healthy. See Design Adaptations for a discussion of the spit
infection tool’s influence on the game. As seen in Figure 2.3, positive feedback
regarding overall experience significantly increased from Playtest 1 to Playtest 2,
indicating our administration
was much better in this
playtest than in the first.
In-Game User Testing
The second category of user
testing, in-game testing, focused on
testing the level of engagement and
interest in the video game. We
evaluated whether the game made
sense from a technical standpoint
and whether people enjoyed it in its
intended medium. Furthermore, we
discovered more preference trends
and new ideas that refined
gameplay concepts for development.

Figure 2.3. Comparison of Satisfaction between Playtests 1 and
2
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➔ Playtest 3: For the third playtest, the only test conducted in game, thirteen people
played in any number of the more than thirteen rounds of Pathogen we played.
Interestingly, almost none of the people who participated in this playtest had played
before, but a large majority of them had played Trouble in Terrorist Town (Trouble
in Terrorist Town 2019), a popular mod for the game Garry’s Mod, and the primary
game from which Pathogen’s concept derives. Thanks to the prior experience with a
very similar game and the updated rules (Included in Appendix B) that are adapted
to the video game, most everyone believed they understood the rules of the game
before starting. The rules stayed exactly the same throughout each round because
there is no variation in the video game. Although we ran into many significant
programming issues like the server dropping all players at random, we had the
chance to play through a few full rounds, and participants enjoyed them. At this
point, we felt re-energized knowing the project wasn’t a waste of time. The
disconnect due to personal interaction and lack of sense-based awareness severely
hurt the participants’ ability to know everything happening around them at all
times. Such disconnect made sly actions and underhanded tricks much more
effective. This playtest resulted in fewer design-altering changes and more balance
and tweaking alterations as discussed in Design Adaptations.
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Design Adaptations
After analyzing the notes taken during the playtests and the responses recorded
from surveys, we changed Pathogen’s game design in some small ways and some large
ways. In Playtest 1’s Round 5, instead of everyone having a gun, there were guns scattered
throughout the play area. Not having a killing weapon made healthy players feel powerless,
so we introduced a “Knife” with which any player may kill another player. In response to
this insight, we decided to add the knife to the game rules to ensure players have a kill
method at all times.
The dire need for a mechanic to prevent randomly killing people presented itself at
Playtest 2 as people started killing others to get weapons. They found it worth the sacrifice
to kill a teammate to get his gun. To minimize this issue in game, we implemented a trust
system that rewards or penalizes players when they kill properly or improperly. The more
a player kills improperly, the fewer he is allowed to kill per round before he is killed for
killing improperly.
Players raved about the spit infect tool tested during Playtest 2’s round 4, so we
decided to implement it in the video game. In real life, players threw small foam balls at
others to infect them. Because some players expressed concern that the spitballs were too
powerful, we made the range of the spitballs fairly short in the video game.
A few tweaks came about as a result of feedback from Playtest 3. As the only ingame playtest, it covered much new ground in terms of specific balance issues and
gameplay tweaks. This playtest made it very clear that a random killing penalty must be
put in place as we had not yet implemented the trust system. The repeated loss of the
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infected team after players adjusted to playing the game led us to increase the velocity of
the spitball, which was nearly useless in this play session.
Pathogen benefited greatly from user testing throughout the development cycle.
Observation and feedback from both in-person and in-game testing led to many significant
improvements to the final game. User testing is a critical part of developing robust, useful
software.
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Challenges and Reflections
Developing any large-scale software project like Pathogen presents a unique set of
challenges. Individually, we each had to overcome challenges relating to project
management, writing networked code, collaborating with the team, managing time, and
delivering a valuable product.
Austin’s Retrospective
During the Prototype milestone (9/6/18 - 9/27/18), my biggest challenge was
trying to figure out what the role of a project manager truly is. Before this point in the
project, I had only been working on Pathogen alone, and I didn’t have to rely on anyone else
to get work done. Instead of leading the team, I decided to give up and thrust the
responsibility of managing the team on to TJ, and spent my time just writing code instead.
In retrospect, this was unfair to TJ and I wish I had been more motivated to take on a
leadership role and be an effective motivator for the team.
The large majority of Alpha milestone (9/28/18-10/29/19) for me was spent
rewriting some bad code in the WeaponManager that wasn’t functional at reflecting a
player changing weapons over the network. This amounted to 23 hours of unplanned work
that had to just ‘get done’ before we could even think about advancing to the next
milestone. Compared to this one task, the rest of the tasks for this milestone went pretty
smoothly.
Beta Milestone (10/30/18 - 11/20/18) was the first milestone that finally went
smoothly. We finally got tasks done at a reasonable pace, and it stopped feeling like we
were constantly behind. It’s a little disappointing that we didn’t start to really work
effectively until towards the end of the project.
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The whole project, while fun to work on at times, was entirely too large of a scope.
Other teams in ARS 420 who were attempting to do multiplayer games also had to learn
this lesson the hard way. Pathogen has taught me an even greater appreciation for
multiplayer games and networked software, and has shown me the importance of having
good project management. When writing software, breaking the ‘flow’ or not getting into a
good flow can set cause setbacks of weeks or even months. I am glad that I worked on
Pathogen because the hard lessons it taught me were able to be directly applied to my next
large software project, and allowed it to progress much more smoothly.

TJ’s Retrospective
Managing the team presented significant challenges. Throughout development, I
faced difficulty motivating some members to complete high-quality work on time. I
discovered quickly that different people work differently. I started managing the team with
a hands-off approach to everyone, but that does not work well for some. I did not check in
often or actively try to motivate team members. I learned over the course of development
that a hands-on approach with those who need such attention encourages faster
development methods and roadblock avoidance.
Additionally, I found it very difficult to connect the artists with the codebase
through Git. Git is rather complex, so the artists did not understand it well even after some
lengthy explanations. Only experience teaches Git.
A severe lack of communication hurt the development process early in
development. Team members did not care to cooperate or communicate. I had to reach out
and talk to people to convince them to speak with one another about connecting assets to
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the game or to determine who should do some task. All my project management issues
helped me to realize I need to take more time for project management. For some people, I
need to check in frequently, help them cooperate, encourage them, and make sure they stay
on task. For others, I needed to leave them mostly alone and let them check in with me.
I faced serious programming challenges throughout the course of development. All
my struggles with integrating code, fixing massive networking bugs, and implementing
foundational features added up to nearly two-hundred hours of work.
I received the task of integrating and modifying a poorly-documented Voice-over-IP
(VoIP) communication system and chat messaging system to work spatially and fade to
silence over distance. Instead of reading networking documentation and investigating the
code before working, I jumped in immediately and integrated the VoIP system. This proved
foolish as I could not understand what failed in the code when integration did not work. I
stepped back, read Unity’s networking documentation, and deeply explored the code
before continuing. I learned my lesson and took my time on the chat system.
My past experience with game networking hurt and helped me significantly when
fixing serious issues in the networking code. Because I already had networking skills from
previous game projects, I thought I could understand how to use Unity’s networking well
without reading the documentation. When trying to fix various bugs in the networking
code, I faced dead ends and frustration. However, after reading Unity’s networking
documentation, I understood the functionality of various networking functions and could
work well with them. I learned that taking time to understand the base knowledge needed for
a task is extremely important.
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Conclusion
The challenge of creating Pathogen, a large multiplayer shooter game, had extremely
beneficial consequences for us. We learned valuable experience applicable to the
professional world. Being on a team of five, including three artists, taught us how to
collaborate with a team to create a full application. Struggling through communication loss
and motivation issues molded this experience into a valuable lesson in management. We
learned to budget our time wisely as we needed to do so in order to finish on time.
Repetitive user testing proved critical to the successful design of the program. Pathogen
gave us the experience we need to thrive in a collaborative workplace environment.
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Appendix A - How to Play Pathogen for Playtest 2

How to Play Pathogen Playtest 2
Pathogen is a communication-based game similar to Mafia or Trouble in Terrorist Town. Players
start either healthy or infected and don’t know other players’ roles. Healthy players must
communicate to determine who is infected and kill them. Infected players must discreetly infect
everyone.

General Rules
These rules will almost never change round-to-round. New bold. Removed struck through.
●
●
●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

All players receive a role at the beginning of the game: Healthy or Infected.
Each round starts with one infected player. All others are healthy.
The healthy players try to kill all the infected players.
The infected players try to infect all the healthy players.
○ Infected players can touch healthy players to infect them.
○ When a healthy player becomes infected, that player can infect other players.
○ Infected players should generally try not to kill healthy players.
All players start with a gun.
○ Guns are instant kill weapons with 3 bullets.
All players have a "knife."
○ Kills other players on touch.
○ Unlimited uses.
Nerf guns are spread throughout the play area.
○ Bullets are not reusable.
■ Please pick them up if you find them to make things easy for the admins.
○ Bullets are significantly limited.
○ Players may take unused guns and ammo from dead players.
On some rounds, there is a scanner on a random door or wall. The scanner is indicated
by a labeled piece of paper taped to the door. Scanners detect the player's role.
○ To use a scanner, touch it and say your role.
○ Scanners are free will only; players can’t force others to use them.
Areas may be “quarantined” and close off after a certain period of time. Keep an eye out
in the GroupMe for this info.
○ The first area to go is the second floor.
If you die, post who killed you in the Live Testing GroupMe.
○ Stay where you died (clear walkways to avoid blocking people). If someone asks
your role, tell the truth. This is as if someone checked the body for infection.
○ Dead players may spectate the game or return to the starting area and sit
■ Everyone gets a spectating page
■ Spectating players must hold it in very clear view on both sides
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■
■

Don’t interfere with the game
Relay important info from admins or the GroupMe like quarantines
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Appendix B - How to Play Pathogen for Playtest 3

How to Play Pathogen Playtest 3
Pathogen is a communication-based game similar to Mafia or Trouble in Terrorist Town. Players
start either healthy or infected and don’t know other players’ roles. Healthy players must
communicate to determine who is infected and kill them. Infected players must discreetly infect
everyone.

Controls
●

●

●

●

Movement
○ Use WASD to move around
○ Press Space to jump
Weapons
○ Aim by moving the mouse
○ Fire by pressing or holding left mouse button (depends on the weapon)
○ Swap weapons with scroll wheel
○ Reload with R
Communication
○ Hold V to voice chat
○ Press T to pull up text chat. Press enter to send message
Debug
○ Open up the console log with ` (the key next to 1. Also has ~ on it)

You can change your controls in the launch dialog. Launch Pathogen and swap to the Input tab.
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Gameplay
●
●
●
●

●

●

All players receive a role at the beginning of the game: Healthy or Infected.
Each round starts with one infected player. All others are healthy.
The healthy players try to kill all the infected players.
○ Healthy players should try not to kill other healthy players, so be careful
The infected players try to infect all the healthy players.
○ When a healthy player becomes infected, that player can infect other players.
○ Infected players should try not to kill other infected players, so be careful
○ Infected players should try not to kill healthy players
Trust
○ Players have a “Trust” score that represents whether they have been making
correct decisions throughout their time on the server
○ Actions that influence Trust
■ Boosts
● Healthy players receive a boost from killing infected players
● Infected players receive a boost from infecting healthy players
● Winning the game gives a small boost
■ Penalties
● Killing teammates incurs a penalty
● Infected players receive a small penalty if they kill healthy players
○ How Trust affects gameplay
■ Players have one of three standings based on their Trust:
● Trusty Bois
○ Allowed two misjudgements per round (I.e teamkills)
● Neutrals (All players start here)
○ Allowed one misjudgement per round
● Bad Bois
○ Allowed no misjudgements per round
■ If a player team kills more than allowed in a round, that player dies
Weapons
○ All players start with three weapons
■ Gun
● Kills in 5 shots
● Players have 10 bullets per magazine and 3 magazines
● Ammo is not shared between magazines
■ Knife
● Kills other players in three hits.
● Unlimited uses
■ Holstered
● Put away all weapons
● Less threatening
○ The infected players start with two extra “weapons”
■ Touch
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■

●

●

●

●
●
Spit
●
●

Infected players can touch healthy players to infect them.
Useful strategy for being stealthy
Infected players can spit on healthy players to infect them
Wildly inaccurate and obvious, but longer range.

Scanner
○ There is a scanner in the map. The scanner is an open box with a black display
attached to it.
○ Scanners detect the player's role when they stand in the scanner for a bit
Quarantine
○ The second floor will be quarantined when 3 minutes remain.
○ A red box covers the whole second floor. If you touch the red box, you die
instantly.
Communication
○ Player don’t know any other players’ roles
○ All players can voice and text chat with other players near them
○ Alive players only communicate in a certain range (players far away won’t hear
you or see your messages)
○ Dead players can talk to and message one another and can see and hear near
alive players’ communications

Registration and Login
●

All players must register for an account when they launch the game the first time
○ Press “Register new user” on the login screen
○ Enter a username you will remember
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○

●

Enter a password you don’t use on anything else. Can be as simple as
“password.”
○ Press “Register”
To log in, the player must enter their username and password and click “Log in.”
○ Players may only log in while the following conditions are true:
■ Their version is the current version
■ The servers are currently available

Playing the Game
To get in the game, choose Quick Play or Multiplayer (host or join).

Quick Play
Press Quick Play to do one of the following:
1. Find an open game and join it
2. If there are no open games, create a game of 10 people
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Host a Game
To host a game, press Multiplayer.
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Then press Host Game.
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Then, enter a room name and number of players (2 to 10) and press Host Game.

Join a Game
To join a game, press Multiplayer.
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Then press Join Public Match.
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Then find a room and click it! If there no rooms appear, press Refresh to search for new rooms.

Bugs
Please know this game is still in Alpha. There will be bugs. The game will not look good. Please
be patient.
If you find a bug, please do the following:
●
●
●
●

Open up the console log with ` (~) (the key next to 1).
Take a screenshot of the game! Win+PrtScn does a great job. It saves a picture of your
desktop to Pictures.
Keep in mind exactly what happened when you found the bug. There will be a place to
tell us in the post-game survey.
Post details and your screenshot of the bug in the Discord channel called “feedbackand-bug-report”

Thank you!
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Appendix C - Selection of relevant source code
NOTE: Appendix C does not contain the full source code, only a subset of code that is directly
relevant to the mechanics discussed in the paper. Full source code for Pathogen is available at
https://github.com/tjcouch1/Pathogen

GameTimer.cs - Used in implementing the rounds mechanic
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections;
System.Collections.Generic;
UnityEngine;
UnityEngine.Networking;

[NetworkSettings(channel = 3, sendInterval = 0.1f)]
public class GameTimer : NetworkBehaviour {
[SyncVar] private int roundTime;
//Round time in seconds
[SyncVar] private string title;
[SyncVar] public bool timerIsRunning = false;
private HashSet<timerEvent> events = new HashSet<timerEvent>();
public static GameTimer singleton;
private void Awake()
{
if (singleton != null)
{
Debug.LogError("More than one GameTimer present in the scene!");
}
else
{
singleton = this;
}
}
public int getRoundTime()
{
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return roundTime;
}
public string getRoundTitle()
{
return title;
}
public void setRoundTitle(string _title)
{
title = _title;
}
public void StartTimer(int _roundTime)
{
//Only the server should be able to start and stop the timer
if (!isServer)
{
return;
}
if (timerIsRunning)
{
Debug.LogError("Cannot start timer - Timer is already running!");
return;
}
timerIsRunning = true;
roundTime = _roundTime;
//Debug.LogWarning("Timer was started");
StartCoroutine(roundTimer());
}
//Only the server should be able to start and stop the timer
public void StopTimer()
{
if (!isServer)
{
return;
}
//Debug.LogWarning("Timer was stopped");
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timerIsRunning = false;
//StopCoroutine(roundTimer());
StopAllCoroutines();
}
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QuarantineZoneTrigger.cs - Implements the killing mechanic for the Quarantine zone
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using UnityEngine;
public class QuarantineZoneTrigger : MonoBehaviour {
// Use this for initialization
void Start () {
gameObject.SetActive(false);
}
//check if players enter the quarantine zone
public void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other)
{
if (other.GetComponent<Collider>().CompareTag("Player"))
{
Player touchedPlayer = other.GetComponent<Player>();
if (touchedPlayer.isLocalPlayer)
touchedPlayer.CmdTakeDamage(touchedPlayer.maxHealth,
"Quarantine");
}
}
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Player.cs - Implements health, death, and infection on the player, and contains glue code for other
mechanics
using
using
using
using

System.Collections;
System.Collections.Generic;
UnityEngine;
UnityEngine.Networking;

[NetworkSettings(channel = 5, sendInterval = 0.1f)]
[RequireComponent(typeof(PlayerSetup))]
[RequireComponent(typeof(PlayerAudio))]
public class Player : NetworkBehaviour {
[SyncVar]
private bool _isAlive = false;
[SyncVar]
private bool isInfected = false;
on. Default is human

//Bool for storing what team Player is

[SerializeField] private InfectionTool infectionTool;
[SyncVar]
private bool _isTyping = false;//when true, player is typing into text chat
public bool isTyping
{
get { return _isTyping; }
protected set { _isTyping = value; }
}
public bool shouldPreventComms//when true, should prevent communication
{
get { return PauseMenu.isOn || isTyping || !hasFocus; }
}
public bool shouldPreventInput//when true, should prevent typing
{
get { return shouldPreventComms || !isAlive; }
}
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private bool _hasFocus = true;//whether the window has focus
public bool hasFocus
{
get {return _hasFocus;}
protected set {_hasFocus = value;}
}
//Getter/Setter for isAlive
public bool isAlive
{
get { return _isAlive; }
protected set { _isAlive = value; }
}
[SerializeField]
private int _maxHealth = 100;
public int maxHealth
{
get { return _maxHealth; }
private set { _maxHealth = value; }
}
[SyncVar]
private int currentHealth;
[SyncVar]
public string username = "(null)";
[SyncVar] public int killCount;
[SyncVar] public int deathCount;
match
[SyncVar] public int points;
[SerializeField]
private Behaviour[] disableOnDeath;
[SerializeField]
private GameObject[] disableGOnDeath;

//Killcount local to this match
//Death count local to this
//Points local to this match
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private bool[] wasEnabled;
[HideInInspector]
public bl_ChatManager chatManager;
[SerializeField] private GameObject audioListener;
[SerializeField] private GameObject camera;
public void Setup()
{
//Start all players in the lobby as soon as they join
CmdSendPlayerToLobby();
}
[Command]
public void CmdTakeDamage(int amount, string sourceID)
{
RpcTakeDamage(amount, sourceID);
}
[ClientRpc]
public void RpcTakeDamage(int amount, string sourceID)
{
if (!isAlive)
{
return;
}
currentHealth -= amount;
Debug.Log(transform.name + " took " + amount + " points of damage from "
+ sourceID);
GetComponent<PlayerAudio>().PlayHurtAudio();
if (currentHealth <= 0)
{
Die(sourceID);
}
}
//<summary>
// Returns a bool indicating if the infection/un-infection was a success or
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not
//</summary>
[Server]
public bool SetInfected(bool value)
{
Debug.Log("Player " + username + " SetInfected");
if (value)
{
if (isInfected)
{
Debug.Log("Player is already infected!");
return false;
}
else
{
isInfected = true;
infectionTool.Setup();
GameManager.singleton.RegisterNewInfected(this);
Debug.Log(username + " is now infected!");
}
}
else
{
Debug.Log("Player losing infection");
isInfected = false;
infectionTool.Disable();
}
return true;
}
public bool GetInfectedState()
{
return isInfected;
}
public override void OnStartClient()
{
base.OnStartClient();
}
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public override void OnStartLocalPlayer()
{
base.OnStartLocalPlayer();
GameObject.Find("_VoiceChat").GetComponent<VoiceChat.VoiceChatRecorder>().c
lientPlayer = this;
audioListener.SetActive(true);
GetComponent<AudioSource>().enabled = false;
}
private void Die(string killerID)
{
isAlive = false;
Player sourcePlayer = GameManager.getPlayer(killerID);
if (sourcePlayer != null)//if killer is a player
{
sourcePlayer.killCount++;
GameManager.singleton.CallOnDeathCallbacks(transform.name,
sourcePlayer.name);
}
else//if killer is nothing or environmental (Quarantine, fall damage,
etc)
{
GameManager.singleton.CallOnDeathCallbacks(transform.name,
killerID);
}
deathCount++;
//set dead player's voice chat to dead
if (!isLocalPlayer)
GetComponent<VoiceChat.VoiceChatPlayer>().SetAlive(false);
else chatManager.SetAlive(false);
//Audio stuff
var playerAudio = GetComponent<PlayerAudio>();
moving, stop his footsteps

//if the player is
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playerAudio.StopPlayFootsteps();
playerAudio.PlayDeathAudio();
CmdSendPlayerToLobby();
Debug.Log(transform.name + " has died. ");
}
[Command]
public void CmdSendPlayerToLobby()
{
RpcSendPlayerToLobby();
}
[ClientRpc]
private void RpcSendPlayerToLobby()
{
//Disable components on player
for (int i = 0; i < disableOnDeath.Length; i++)
{
disableOnDeath[i].enabled = false;
}
//Disable GameObjects on player
for (int i = 0; i < disableGOnDeath.Length; i++)
{
disableGOnDeath[i].SetActive(false);
}
//Disable collider on player
Collider col = GetComponent<Collider>();
if (col != null)
{
col.enabled = false;
}
//Disable Physics on player
Rigidbody rb = GetComponent<Rigidbody>();
if(rb != null)
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{
rb.isKinematic = true;
rb.detectCollisions = false;
}
//Switch cameras
if (isLocalPlayer)
{
GameManager.singleton.SetSceneCameraActive(true);
GetComponent<PlayerSetup>().playerUIInstance.GetComponent<PlayerUI>().LobbyMode(t
rue);
}
}
//Called everytime a new round starts
[Command]
public void CmdRespawnPlayer()
{
RpcRespawn();
}
[ClientRpc]
private void RpcRespawn()
{
isAlive = true;
currentHealth = maxHealth;
//Enable the GameObjects
for (int i = 0; i < disableGOnDeath.Length; i++)
{
disableGOnDeath[i].SetActive(true);
}
//Enable the collider
Collider col = GetComponent<Collider>();
if (col != null)
{
col.enabled = true;
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}
//Enable Physics on player
Rigidbody rb = GetComponent<Rigidbody>();
if (rb != null)
{
rb.isKinematic = false;
rb.detectCollisions = true;
}
Transform respawnPoint = NetworkManager.singleton.GetStartPosition();
transform.position = respawnPoint.position;
transform.rotation = respawnPoint.rotation;
camera.transform.rotation = camera.transform.parent.rotation;
GetComponent<PlayerMotor>().move(Vector3.zero);
GetComponent<PlayerMotor>().rotate(Vector3.zero, 0);
if (isLocalPlayer)
{
//Enable the components
for (int i = 0; i < disableOnDeath.Length; i++)
{
disableOnDeath[i].enabled = true;
}

GetComponent<PlayerSetup>().playerUIInstance.GetComponent<PlayerUI>().LobbyMode(f
alse);
GameManager.singleton.SetSceneCameraActive(false);
Cursor.lockState = CursorLockMode.Locked;
Cursor.visible = false;
chatManager.SetAlive(true);
}
else//set the voice chat player's falloff back to live falloff
GetComponent<VoiceChat.VoiceChatPlayer>().SetAlive(true);
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Debug.Log(transform.name + " has respawned.");
}
[Command]
public void CmdPlayerSetTyping(bool typing)
{
isTyping = typing;
}
public float getHealth()
{
return (float)currentHealth / maxHealth;
}
void OnApplicationFocus(bool focused)
{
hasFocus = focused;
}
}
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WeaponManager.cs - Handles switching weapons for a player over the network
using
using
using
using
using

UnityEngine;
UnityEngine.Networking;
System.Collections;
System.Collections.Generic;
System;

[NetworkSettings(channel = 8, sendInterval = 0.1f)]
public class WeaponManager : NetworkBehaviour {
[SerializeField]
[SerializeField]
[SerializeField]
[SerializeField]
[SerializeField]
[SerializeField]

private
private
private
private
private
private

const string remoteLayerName = "RemotePlayer";
const string dontDrawLayerName = "DontDraw";
WeaponGraphics localRife;
WeaponGraphics localKnife;
List<PlayerWeapon> weaponPrefabs;
Transform weaponHolder;

//Maps each weapon to its instance
[SerializeField] private List<WeaponInstancePair> weapons;
[SyncVar] [SerializeField] private int selectedWeaponIndex = 0;//serialized
for debug reasons
public bool isReloading = false;
private PlayerAudio playerAudio;
// Use this for initialization
void Start()
{
playerAudio = GetComponent<PlayerAudio>();
setupDefaultWeapons();
if (!isLocalPlayer)
{
Util.SetLayerRecursively(localRife.gameObject,
LayerMask.NameToLayer(dontDrawLayerName));
Util.SetLayerRecursively(localKnife.gameObject,
LayerMask.NameToLayer(dontDrawLayerName));
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}
}
/// <summary>
/// destroys all weapons and creates default weapons
/// Currently called in an Rpc, so all clients run this code
/// </summary>
public void setupDefaultWeapons()
{
List<WeaponInstancePair> weaponsToRemove = new
List<WeaponInstancePair>(weapons);
foreach (WeaponInstancePair pair in weaponsToRemove)
if (pair != null && pair.weapon != null)
RemoveWeapon(pair.weapon);
weapons = new List<WeaponInstancePair>();
foreach (PlayerWeapon w in weaponPrefabs)
{
if (w.isDefault)
SpawnWeapon(w, false);
}
//weapons[selectedWeaponIndex].weaponInstance.SetActive(true);
CmdRequestWeaponSwitch(selectedWeaponIndex);
}
/// <summary>
/// Spawns the weapon with supplied name on the current player. If select
is true, selects the weapon immediately
/// </summary>
/// <param name="weaponName"></param>
/// <param name="select"></param>
[ClientRpc]
public void RpcSpawnWeapon(string weaponName, bool select)
{
Debug.Log("Weapon: " + weaponName + " spawned!");
PlayerWeapon weaponPrefab = getWeaponPrefabByName(weaponName);
if (weaponPrefab != null)
SpawnWeapon(weaponPrefab, select);
else Debug.LogError("Weapon with name " + weaponName + " does not
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exist! RpcSpawnWeapon");
}
/// <summary>
/// Spawns the playerweapon on the current player. Is select is true,
selects the weapon immediately. Otherwise deactivates it.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="w"></param>
/// <param name="select"></param>
/// <returns></returns>
//needs to run on all clients
private void SpawnWeapon(PlayerWeapon w, bool select)
{
GameObject wGraphicsInstance = null;
//create graphics instance
if (w.weaponGFX != null)
{
wGraphicsInstance = Instantiate(w.weaponGFX,
weaponHolder.position, weaponHolder.rotation);
wGraphicsInstance.transform.SetParent(weaponHolder);
if (!isLocalPlayer)
{
Util.SetLayerRecursively(wGraphicsInstance,
LayerMask.NameToLayer(remoteLayerName));
}
else if (isLocalPlayer)
{
Util.SetLayerRecursively(wGraphicsInstance,
LayerMask.NameToLayer(dontDrawLayerName));
}
}
else
{
Debug.Log("Weapon " + w.weaponName + " has no graphics");
}
//create playerweapon
WeaponInstancePair newWeapon = new WeaponInstancePair(w,
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wGraphicsInstance);
weapons.Add(newWeapon);
w.weaponSetup();
//select the weapon right off the bat
if (select)
CmdRequestWeaponSwitch(weapons.IndexOf(newWeapon));
else//don't select the weapon - make it inactive
if (wGraphicsInstance != null)
wGraphicsInstance.SetActive(false);
}
[ClientRpc]
public void RpcRemoveWeapon(string weaponName)
{
PlayerWeapon weaponPrefab = getWeaponByName(weaponName);
if (weaponPrefab != null)
RemoveWeapon(weaponPrefab);
//else Debug.LogError("Weapon with name " + weaponName + " does not
exist! RpcRemoveWeapon");
}
//needs to run on all clients
private void RemoveWeapon(PlayerWeapon weapon)
{
foreach(WeaponInstancePair pair in weapons)
{
if(pair.weapon == weapon)
{
//TODO: if player is holding weapon to remove, set his
weapon to default
//currently returns null when client infects server for
win (maybe more cases) probably because it calls RemoveWeapon multiple times
before selectedWeaponIndex has a chance to network update. Therefore it destroys
something then tries to rely on it for next time
//Debug.Log(getCurrentWeapon().weaponName + " " +
weapon.weaponName);
//if
(getCurrentWeapon().weaponName.Equals(weapon.weaponName))
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{
//Debug.Log("Switching");
CmdRequestWeaponSwitch(0);
}
Destroy(pair.weaponInstance);
weapons.Remove(pair);
break;
}
}
}
public void selectNextWeapon()
{
if (selectedWeaponIndex + 1 >= weapons.Count)
{
CmdRequestWeaponSwitch(0);
}
else
{
CmdRequestWeaponSwitch(selectedWeaponIndex + 1);
}
}
public void selectPrevWeapon()
{
if (selectedWeaponIndex - 1 < 0)
{
CmdRequestWeaponSwitch(weapons.Count - 1);
}
else
{
CmdRequestWeaponSwitch(selectedWeaponIndex-1);
}
}
[Command]
public void CmdRequestWeaponSwitch(int newWeaponIndex)
{
RpcSwitchWeapon(selectedWeaponIndex, newWeaponIndex);
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selectedWeaponIndex = newWeaponIndex;
}
[ClientRpc]
public void RpcSwitchWeapon(int deactivateIndex, int requestedIndex)
{
if (weapons.Count > deactivateIndex)
if (weapons[deactivateIndex].weaponInstance != null)
{
weapons[deactivateIndex].weaponInstance.SetActive(false);
}
if (requestedIndex < weapons.Count)
if (weapons[requestedIndex].weaponInstance != null)
{
weapons[requestedIndex].weaponInstance.SetActive(true);
}
if (deactivateIndex < weapons.Count && requestedIndex < weapons.Count)
if (isLocalPlayer)
{
SwitchLocalWeapon(deactivateIndex, requestedIndex);
}
if (playerAudio == null)
playerAudio = GetComponent<PlayerAudio>();
playerAudio.PlaySwap();
}
//AGH. BAD CODE! but its fine for now shhh don't look at it :)
private void SwitchLocalWeapon(int deactivateIndex, int requestedIndex)
{
//Deactivate local guy
if (weapons[deactivateIndex].weapon.weaponName == "Rifle")
{
localRife.gameObject.SetActive(false);
}
else if (weapons[deactivateIndex].weapon.weaponName == "Knife")
{
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localKnife.gameObject.SetActive(false);
}
//Activate local guy
if (weapons[requestedIndex].weapon.weaponName == "Rifle")
{
localRife.gameObject.SetActive(true);
}
else if (weapons[requestedIndex].weapon.weaponName == "Knife")
{
localKnife.gameObject.SetActive(true);
}
}
public PlayerWeapon getCurrentWeapon()
{
try
{
var weapon = weapons[selectedWeaponIndex].weapon;
return weapon;
}catch(ArgumentOutOfRangeException)
{
Debug.LogError("Get current weapon returned null");
return null;
}
}
public PlayerWeapon getWeaponByName(string Name)
{
for (int i = 0; i < weapons.Count; i++)
{
if (weapons[i].weapon.weaponName == Name)
{
return weapons[i].weapon;
}
}
Debug.Log("Player " + GetComponent<Player>().username + " does not have
the weapon: " + Name);
return null;
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}
public PlayerWeapon getWeaponPrefabByName(string Name)
{
for (int i = 0; i < weaponPrefabs.Count; i++)
{
if (weaponPrefabs[i].weaponName == Name)
{
return weaponPrefabs[i];
}
}
Debug.Log("This player does not have the weapon: " + Name);
return null;
}
public WeaponGraphics getCurrentWeaponGraphics()
{
var weaponGFX =
weapons[selectedWeaponIndex].weaponInstance.GetComponent<WeaponGraphics>();
if(weaponGFX != null)
{
return weaponGFX;
}
else
{
Debug.Log("Weapon " + weapons[selectedWeaponIndex].weapon.weaponName
+ " has no graphics");
return null;
}
}
public void DoMuzzleFlash()
{
var gfx = getCurrentWeaponGraphics();
if (gfx != null)
{
if (gfx.muzzleFlash != null)
{
gfx.muzzleFlash.Play();
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}
}
//Play local weapon flash
if (isLocalPlayer)
{
if(weapons[selectedWeaponIndex].weapon.weaponName == "Rifle")
{
localRife.muzzleFlash.Play();
}
//Would put knife particle effect here if it had one
}
}
public void reload()
{
if (isReloading)
return;
var currentWeapon = weapons[selectedWeaponIndex].weapon;
if(currentWeapon.bullets == currentWeapon.clipSize)
{
Debug.Log("Clip Already full. Not reloading");
return;
}
isReloading = true;
StartCoroutine(reloadCoroutine(currentWeapon));
}
private IEnumerator reloadCoroutine(PlayerWeapon currentWeapon)
{
if (currentWeapon.clips > 0)
{
Debug.Log("Reloading...");
CmdOnReload();
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yield return new WaitForSeconds(currentWeapon.reloadTime);
currentWeapon.bullets = currentWeapon.clipSize;
currentWeapon.clips--;
}
else
{
Debug.Log("No Magazines left");
}
isReloading = false;
}
[Command]
void CmdOnReload()
{
RpcOnReload();
}
[ClientRpc]
void RpcOnReload()
{
var currentGraphics = weapons[selectedWeaponIndex].weaponInstance;
if(currentGraphics != null)
{
try
{
playerAudio.PlayReload();
Animator anim = currentGraphics.GetComponent<Animator>();
anim.SetTrigger("Reload");
}
catch (MissingReferenceException)
{
Debug.Log("The weapon instance of " + currentGraphics.name + "
does not have an animator component attached");
}
}
else
{
Debug.Log("Weapon " + weapons[selectedWeaponIndex].weapon.weaponName
+ " has no graphics");
}
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}
}
[System.Serializable]
public class WeaponInstancePair
{
public PlayerWeapon weapon;
public GameObject weaponInstance;
public WeaponInstancePair(PlayerWeapon w, GameObject instance)
{
weapon = w;
weaponInstance = instance;
}
}
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PointsSystem.cs - Implementation code for the points system and Anti-RDM mechanic
using
using
using
using

System.Collections;
System.Collections.Generic;
UnityEngine;
UnityEngine.Networking;

public class PointsSystem : NetworkBehaviour {
[SerializeField]
private Sprite warningLogo;
[SerializeField]
private Color warningsColor;
[Tooltip("Players who have more points than this value are considered
trustworthy")]
[SerializeField] private int trustyNo;
[Tooltip("Players who have less points than this value are considered
untrustworthy")]
[SerializeField] private int neutralNo;
//Calculate a player's trust factor at the beginning of each round
private List<Player> trustyBois;
private List<Player> badBois;
//The amount of teamkills each player has - reset at the start of the round
private Dictionary<Player, int> playerTKs;
private void Start()
{
Debug.Log("Points set up");
playerTKs = new Dictionary<Player, int>();
trustyBois = new List<Player>();
badBois = new List<Player>();
GameManager.singleton.onStartRoundCallbacks.Add(OnStartRoundCallback);
GameManager.singleton.onPlayerKilledCallbacks.Insert(0,
PointsOnDeathCallback);
}
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public void OnStartRoundCallback()
{
//Reset player trust-factor/TKs lists
playerTKs.Clear();
trustyBois.Clear();
badBois.Clear();
//Reset player TKS
Player[] players = GameManager.getAllPlayers();
foreach(Player p in players)
{
playerTKs.Add(p, 0);
if(p.points > trustyNo)
{
trustyBois.Add(p);
}
else if(p.points < neutralNo)
{
badBois.Add(p);
}
}
}
public void PointsOnDeathCallback(string playerName, string sourceName)
{
Debug.Log("Points on Player Killed Callback called");
var killedPlayer = GameManager.getPlayer(playerName);
var sourcePlayer = GameManager.getPlayer(sourceName);
if(killedPlayer == null || sourcePlayer == null)
{
Debug.Log("Points on death callback called without a target player");
return;
}
if (killedPlayer.GetInfectedState() == sourcePlayer.GetInfectedState())
{
//Player teamkilled! Bad bad!
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sourcePlayer.points -= 10;
playerTKs[sourcePlayer] += 1;
CheckRDM(sourceName);
}
else
{
//Player was infected and killed a healthy person
if (sourcePlayer.GetInfectedState() == true)
{
sourcePlayer.points -= 5;
}
//Player was healthy and killed an infected person
else
{
sourcePlayer.points += 10;
}
}
}
private void CheckRDM(string sourcePlayer)
{
var player = GameManager.getPlayer(sourcePlayer);
if (playerTKs.ContainsKey(player))
{
//Player gets one chance if they are untrustworthy
if(playerTKs[player] == 1 && badBois.Contains(player))
{
CmdRemovePlayer(sourcePlayer);
}
//Player gets 2 chances if they are neutral
else if(playerTKs[player] == 2 && !trustyBois.Contains(player))
{
CmdRemovePlayer(sourcePlayer);
}
//Player gets 3 chances if they are trustworthy
else if(playerTKs[player] == 3 && trustyBois.Contains(player))
{
CmdRemovePlayer(sourcePlayer);
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}
}
else
{
Debug.LogWarning("Points System - Player not found in dictionary!");
}
}
[Command]
private void CmdRemovePlayer(string sourcePlayer)
{
var player = GameManager.getPlayer(sourcePlayer);
//Remove the player from the game
RpcDisplayNotifications(sourcePlayer, "Teamkill!", "You were removed from
the round for killing too many friendlies");
player.RpcTakeDamage(100, "Anti-RDM");
}
[ClientRpc]
private void RpcDisplayNotifications(string sourceID, string text, string
desc)
{
var player = GameManager.getPlayer(sourceID);
if (player.isLocalPlayer)
{
NotificationsManager.instance.CreateNotification(text, desc,
warningLogo, warningsColor);
}
}
}
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Scanner.cs - Implementation code for the scanner mechanic
using
using
using
using

System.Collections;
System.Collections.Generic;
UnityEngine;
UnityEngine.UI;

//This Script should be placed on the trigger object of the scanner
[RequireComponent(typeof(Collider))]
public class Scanner : MonoBehaviour {
[SerializeField] private int processingTime;
[SerializeField] private Image display;
[SerializeField] private MonitorGraphics Monitor;
private bool isProcessing = false;
private Player player;
private void Start()
{
display.sprite = Monitor.defaultSprite;
}
private void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other)
{
if (other.CompareTag("Player")){
if (isProcessing)
{
Debug.LogWarning("Player entered while processing was running");
processingFailure();
return;
}
else
{
player = other.gameObject.GetComponent<Player>();
StartCoroutine(processingLoop());
}
}
else
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{
Debug.Log("Scanner cannot scan non-player objects");
}
}
private void OnTriggerExit(Collider other)
{
if (isProcessing)
{
Debug.Log("Player exited during processing!");
processingFailure();
}
}
private void processingSuccess()
{
if (player.GetInfectedState() == true)
{
display.sprite = Monitor.infectedSprite;
}
else
{
display.sprite = Monitor.healthySprite;
}
Invoke("Reset", processingTime);
}
private void processingFailure()
{
StopAllCoroutines();
isProcessing = false;
display.sprite = Monitor.errorSprite;
Monitor.loadingGraphic.SetActive(false);
Invoke("Reset", processingTime);
}
IEnumerator processingLoop()
{
isProcessing = true;
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display.sprite = Monitor.processingSprite;
Monitor.loadingGraphic.SetActive(true);
Debug.Log("Processing player " + player.name);
yield return new WaitForSeconds(processingTime);
isProcessing = false;
Monitor.loadingGraphic.SetActive(false);
Debug.Log("Done processing player " + player.name);
processingSuccess();
}
private void Reset()
{
//We only want to reset if the scanner isn't currently active
if (!isProcessing)
{
display.sprite = Monitor.defaultSprite;
player = null;
}
}
public void disableScanner()
{
display.sprite = Monitor.disabledSprite;
this.enabled = false;
}
}

#pragma warning disable 0649
[System.Serializable]
class MonitorGraphics
{
public GameObject loadingGraphic;
public Sprite defaultSprite;
public Sprite processingSprite;
public Sprite healthySprite;
public Sprite infectedSprite;
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public Sprite disabledSprite;
public Sprite errorSprite;
}
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Appendix D - Licenses for Software Used
unityassets/Voice Chat by alkamegames - Liscense and Reference
VoiceChat from git repository unityassets by alkamegames:
https://github.com/alkamegames/unityassets/tree/master/VoiceChat
LICENSE
=======
**Important:** The license below covers all of the C# code files in this repository unless another
license is present in the beginning of the file, all non-code assets, including but not limited to:
models, textures, sounds, etc. are the property of their respective author and under other licenses.
Most projects contains an "Attribution" files which lists the source of the non-code assets.
The MIT License (MIT)
Copyright (c) 2014 Fredrik Holmström
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.
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Unity Engine End-User-License-Agreement (EULA) and Terms of Service (ToS)
https://unity3d.com/legal/terms-of-service
Unity Asset Store End-User-License-Agreement (EULA) and Terms of Service (ToS)
https://unity3d.com/legal/as_terms

